
Energy and MassEnergy and Mass

• Einstein’s formulaEinstein’s formula

■ can now be written as

■ Problem for interstellar travel  
■ Getting hit by a dust particle would be 

dangerous if traveling at high speeds.



The “Twin Paradox”The “Twin Paradox”

• One twin travels away from the One twin travels away from the 
Earth at high speed for a long Earth at high speed for a long 
time.time.

• Returning to Earth she finds Returning to Earth she finds 
herself much younger than her herself much younger than her 
brother!brother!

• How?How?
• Both twins think each other’s Both twins think each other’s 

clock slows down, so what is clock slows down, so what is 
going on?going on?

No “warp” drive



• Curve shows “aging” of moving objectCurve shows “aging” of moving object
– That is, time passes more slowlyThat is, time passes more slowly

• At v = c, the clock appears to stop !!!At v = c, the clock appears to stop !!!
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• Mass increases with velocity.Mass increases with velocity.
– mmoo = rest mass,   m = observed mass = rest mass,   m = observed mass

• At v = c, the mass is infinite !!!At v = c, the mass is infinite !!!
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• Lengths shrink in the direction of motionLengths shrink in the direction of motion
– LLoo = rest length,   L = observed length = rest length,   L = observed length

• At v = c, L = 0 !!!At v = c, L = 0 !!!
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BLACK HOLESBLACK HOLES
What supports a star against Gravity?What supports a star against Gravity?

Core of a Main Sequence StarCore of a Main Sequence Star

ρρ    ~  ~  101022 g/cm g/cm33

White DwarfWhite Dwarf

ρρ    ~  ~  101077 g/cm g/cm33

Neutron StarNeutron Star

ρρ    ~  ~  10101414 g/cm g/cm33

Black HoleBlack Hole

ρρ    >  >  10101616 g/cm g/cm33

Gas Pressure    Gas Pressure    
Resists GravityResists Gravity

Electron Degeneracy Electron Degeneracy 
Balances GravityBalances Gravity

Neutron  Neutron  
DegeneracyDegeneracy

Gravity wins over all Gravity wins over all 
other forcesother forces

SingularitySingularity
??

GRAVITY WINSGRAVITY WINS
~



THERE IS IN SPACE A SMALL BLACK HOLETHERE IS IN SPACE A SMALL BLACK HOLE

THROUGH WHICH, SAY OUR ASTRONOMERS,THROUGH WHICH, SAY OUR ASTRONOMERS,

THE WHOLE DAMN THING, THE UNIVERSE,THE WHOLE DAMN THING, THE UNIVERSE,

MUST ONE DAY FALL.  THAT WILL BE ALL.MUST ONE DAY FALL.  THAT WILL BE ALL.

““Cosmic Comics” – Nemerov 1975Cosmic Comics” – Nemerov 1975



Special Theory Special Theory 
of Relativityof Relativity• Postulates:Postulates:

– Albert Einstein (1905)Albert Einstein (1905)

1.1. The speed of light is the same to all observers, irrespective The speed of light is the same to all observers, irrespective 
of their motion.of their motion.

2.2. The laws of physics are the same everywhere no matter The laws of physics are the same everywhere no matter 
what the speed of the observer.what the speed of the observer.



Relativity Relativity 
• There is no absolute motion.There is no absolute motion.
• Everything is relative.Everything is relative.
• Suppose two people are alone in space and traveling Suppose two people are alone in space and traveling 

towards one another towards one another 
• As measured by the Doppler shift!As measured by the Doppler shift!

– Which one is moving?Which one is moving?
– They can’t tell!They can’t tell!



Example:Example:
• A train is moving at 65 mph relative to the tracks.A train is moving at 65 mph relative to the tracks.
• If the people inside the train cannot see out and the track is If the people inside the train cannot see out and the track is 

very smooth, they can not tell they are moving!very smooth, they can not tell they are moving!

• The earth moves around the sun at 30 km/sec.  Can you The earth moves around the sun at 30 km/sec.  Can you 
tell?tell?



Albert Einstein (1879-1955)Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
Special Theory of RelativitySpecial Theory of Relativity

(1905)(1905)
1.1. All observers measure the same velocity of light All observers measure the same velocity of light 

irrespective of their motion.irrespective of their motion.
2.2. The laws of physics are the same no matter what The laws of physics are the same no matter what 

the speed of the observer.the speed of the observer.
3.3. The velocity of light is a constant of nature, and it The velocity of light is a constant of nature, and it 

is the maximum allowed speed in nature.is the maximum allowed speed in nature.



Results of the TheoryResults of the Theory
Addition of VelocitiesAddition of Velocities



Results of the TheoryResults of the Theory
Addition of VelocitiesAddition of Velocities



Addition of VelocitiesAddition of Velocities
The Lorentz TransformationThe Lorentz Transformation
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SIMULTANEITYSIMULTANEITY
Two events simultaneous in one reference Two events simultaneous in one reference 

frame are not simultaneous in another frame frame are not simultaneous in another frame 
moving relative to the first.moving relative to the first.



Predictions of Special RelativityPredictions of Special Relativity
Measurements ofMeasurements of       TIMETIME

LENGTHLENGTH
MASSMASS

depend of the velocity of the observer.depend of the velocity of the observer.

With increasing speed:With increasing speed:
• Lengths shrinkLengths shrink
• Masses increaseMasses increase
• Clocks slow downClocks slow down



Special Theory of RelativitySpecial Theory of Relativity
Fraction of Fraction of 
Speed of LightSpeed of Light
(Relative Velocity)(Relative Velocity)

LengthLength
ContractionContraction

FactorFactor

MassMass
IncreaseIncrease
FactorFactor

TimeTime
DilationDilation
FactorFactor

00
0.10.1
0.50.5
0.90.9
0.9990.999

1.0001.000
0.9950.995
0.8670.867
0.4360.436
0.0460.046

1.0001.000
1.0051.005
1.1151.115
2.2942.294
22.33622.336

1.0001.000
0.9950.995
0.8670.867
0.4360.436
0.0460.046



““TACHYONS”TACHYONS”

There once was a lady called Bright,There once was a lady called Bright,
Who could travel faster than light.Who could travel faster than light.

She went out one day,She went out one day,
In a relative way,In a relative way,

And came back the previous night!And came back the previous night!



General Theory of RelativityGeneral Theory of Relativity
A Theory of GravityA Theory of Gravity

Gravity is a manifestation ofGravity is a manifestation of
the curvature of space – more correctlythe curvature of space – more correctly

the the “curvature of space-time”“curvature of space-time”

By By Black HoleBlack Hole we mean any region where curvature we mean any region where curvature
of space-time is great enough to prevent light fromof space-time is great enough to prevent light from

  escaping.escaping.

No light out, No information out.No light out, No information out.

Another Universe?  Wonderland?Another Universe?  Wonderland?



GRAVITY  GRAVITY  ⇔⇔  GEOMETRY  GEOMETRY
Gravity is no longer described as a force, but as the curvature of Gravity is no longer described as a force, but as the curvature of “space-“space-

time”.time”.
A spacecraft in orbit around the Earth tries to follow a A spacecraft in orbit around the Earth tries to follow a “straight” path – “straight” path – 

however, space-time is curved and makes things fall toward the Earth!however, space-time is curved and makes things fall toward the Earth!

Space-time is curved and matter is the source of the curvature.Space-time is curved and matter is the source of the curvature.

Matter is also the source of gravitation, so gravity is related to the Matter is also the source of gravitation, so gravity is related to the 
curvature.curvature.

Empty space        Empty space        ⇒⇒    Flat space-timeFlat space-time
Space with matter     Space with matter     ⇒⇒    Curved space-timeCurved space-time



Thought ExperimentThought Experiment
• You are in a rocket, far out in space.You are in a rocket, far out in space.
• The rocket accelerates.The rocket accelerates.
• You feel yourself being pulled You feel yourself being pulled “down” at 1 g.“down” at 1 g.
• You let go of a ball in your hand, and it You let go of a ball in your hand, and it “falls” to the floor.“falls” to the floor.

Why?Why?  Because the ship is   Because the ship is acceleratingaccelerating  “upward,” the “upward,” the 
ball will be left behind.ball will be left behind.

Compare this to a rocket sitting on EarthCompare this to a rocket sitting on Earth

Everything is the same!Everything is the same!
You feel your weight (1You feel your weight (1gg).).

                                                  The ball falls.The ball falls.
                                                                                  etc.etc.



RocketsRockets



SPACE IS CURVEDSPACE IS CURVED



The Principle of EquivalenceThe Principle of Equivalence
It is not possible to distinguish between a gravitational force It is not possible to distinguish between a gravitational force 

and a force due to accelerated motion.and a force due to accelerated motion.

How can you tell if you are in an accelerating rocketHow can you tell if you are in an accelerating rocket
or in a gravitational field?or in a gravitational field?

YOU CANNOTYOU CANNOT

The Principle of EquivalenceThe Principle of Equivalence



Gravity and TimeGravity and Time



Accelerating RocketAccelerating Rocket



Accelerating RocketAccelerating Rocket
Now imagine the same rocket at rest in the EarthNow imagine the same rocket at rest in the Earth’s ’s 

gravitational field.gravitational field.
The same thing happensThe same thing happens..

The Principle of Equivalence:The Principle of Equivalence:
Acceleration and Gravity – Acceleration and Gravity – no differenceno difference

∴∴  A clock on a high shelf will appear to A clock on a high shelf will appear to 
run faster than one on the floor.run faster than one on the floor.



Escape VelocityEscape Velocity
    What goes up does What goes up does notnot come down if  come down if v > vv > vescesc

      From the Earth, From the Earth, vvescesc ~  ~ 11 km/sec.11 km/sec.

When When vvescesc >  > cc even light cannot escape. even light cannot escape.

This is a This is a BLACK HOLE.BLACK HOLE.

R
GMvesc

2=Physics:Physics:



Black Hole sizeBlack Hole size
Schwarzschild RadiusSchwarzschild Radius
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EVENT HORIZONEVENT HORIZON

SCHWARZSCHILD RADIUSSCHWARZSCHILD RADIUS

GRAVIATIONAL RADIUSGRAVIATIONAL RADIUS
}all same thing

Locus of points inside which no information can cross to the outsideLocus of points inside which no information can cross to the outside



One Solar Mass Black HoleOne Solar Mass Black Hole
Schwarzschild Schwarzschild 

RadiusRadius
R ~ 3 kmR ~ 3 km

Photon SpherePhoton Sphere
R ~ 4.5 kmR ~ 4.5 km

SingularitySingularity

EVENT HORIZONEVENT HORIZON

SCHWARZSCHILD RADIUSSCHWARZSCHILD RADIUS

GRAVIATIONAL RADIUSGRAVIATIONAL RADIUS
} all same thing

Light PathsLight Paths

Curved Space!Curved Space!





Death of a Massive StarDeath of a Massive Star
Original Mass > 15 MOriginal Mass > 15 MSUNSUN

Core Mass >  2 MCore Mass >  2 MSUNSUN

Very fast core collapseVery fast core collapse

BLACK HOLEBLACK HOLE

MassMass RRSS ρρ  (g/cm(g/cm33))

3 x 103 x 1088 M MSUNSUN

15 M15 MSUNSUN

SunSun
EarthEarth

6 AU6 AU
45 km45 km
3 km3 km
9 mm9 mm

0.20.2
8 x 108 x 101313

2 x 102 x 101616

2 x 102 x 102727

A large Black Hole doesnA large Black Hole doesn’t have to be dense!’t have to be dense!

~
~



Is the Universe a Black Hole?Is the Universe a Black Hole?



Light Paths Are CurvedLight Paths Are Curved
∴∴ Black Holes Black Holes



Light Rays from a Collapsing StarLight Rays from a Collapsing Star





Space is curved around a massSpace is curved around a mass



White HolesWhite Holes



Worm HolesWorm Holes



Vanishing DiagramVanishing Diagram



Candidates for Black HolesCandidates for Black Holes
• Collapsed massive starsCollapsed massive stars
• Nuclei of Globular ClustersNuclei of Globular Clusters
• Nuclei of GalaxiesNuclei of Galaxies
• QuasarsQuasars

• Mini – Black HolesMini – Black Holes
During the During the Big BangBig Bang, the density was so high that , the density was so high that 

Earth-size mass Mini-BH could have formed – Each less Earth-size mass Mini-BH could have formed – Each less 
than a centimeter in size.than a centimeter in size.

(Stephen Hawking)(Stephen Hawking)



Cygnus X-1Cygnus X-1
Best evidence for a Black HoleBest evidence for a Black Hole

Spectroscopic BinarySpectroscopic Binary
Blue Supergiant   Blue Supergiant       ~15 M    ~15 MSUNSUN

Invisible CompanionInvisible Companion     ~8 M    ~8 MSUNSUN

Cygnus X-1 emits X-rays and Cygnus X-1 emits X-rays and γγ-ray bursts, like an X-ray binary neutron -ray bursts, like an X-ray binary neutron 
star, but the companion is too massive to be a neutron star  star, but the companion is too massive to be a neutron star  ⇒⇒    

BLACK HOLE?BLACK HOLE?







Astronomy Picture of the Day:  November 7, 1997Astronomy Picture of the Day:  November 7, 1997





Virtual Pair ProductionVirtual Pair Production
((“Vacuum Fluctuations”)“Vacuum Fluctuations”)

The Uncertainty Principle in Quantum Mechanics allows a The Uncertainty Principle in Quantum Mechanics allows a 
particleparticle and its  and its anti-particleanti-particle to be created for a short  to be created for a short 
period of time from period of time from nothingnothing..

They quickly annihilate each other and return the energy they They quickly annihilate each other and return the energy they 
“borrowed.”“borrowed.”

On the average MASS/ENERGY is conserved.On the average MASS/ENERGY is conserved.

……but what happens near a Black Hole?but what happens near a Black Hole?



Virtual PairsVirtual Pairs

When pair production occurs near a Black Hole, there is a When pair production occurs near a Black Hole, there is a 
chance that one particle may fall into the Black Hole and chance that one particle may fall into the Black Hole and 
the other escape.  Then the pair cannot return the the other escape.  Then the pair cannot return the 
“borrowed” energy.“borrowed” energy.

Who supplies the energy?  The BLACK HOLE.Who supplies the energy?  The BLACK HOLE.

∴∴  Black Hole EvaporationBlack Hole Evaporation



Black Hole EvaporationBlack Hole Evaporation

• Virtual Pair Production (eVirtual Pair Production (e--, e, e++))
• One particle escapesOne particle escapes
• Energy comes from Black HoleEnergy comes from Black Hole
• Black Hole loses massBlack Hole loses mass

Black Hole EvaporationBlack Hole Evaporation
RateRate of evaporation  of evaporation increasesincreases with loss of mass.  with loss of mass. ⇒⇒

at the end … at the end … Explosion!Explosion!



Black Hole EvaporationBlack Hole Evaporation
Black Holes are not BlackBlack Holes are not Black

(Stephen Hawking)(Stephen Hawking)
QM + GR QM + GR ⇒⇒ BH evaporation BH evaporation

““Virtual Pair Production”Virtual Pair Production”

A particle is created from the energy of the Black Hole.A particle is created from the energy of the Black Hole.

E = mcE = mc22  or  m = E/c  or  m = E/c22

The Black Hole loses mass (energy).The Black Hole loses mass (energy).



Explosion of Black HolesExplosion of Black Holes

BH size ~ 10BH size ~ 101515 g (~ small planet) g (~ small planet)
Lifetime ~20 x 10Lifetime ~20 x 1099 years years

More than the Age of the Universe!More than the Age of the Universe!

BH size  ~ 1 MBH size  ~ 1 MSUNSUN

Lifetime very, very long.Lifetime very, very long.
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